200/300 Series Accessories
299 Dogging Device
For use with the Exidor panic bolt and Pullman latch ranges, a dogging device is
available as an accessory (Exidor 299). The dogging device allows the bolts to be
withheld in the retracted position ensuring the automatic top trip catch or Pullman
latch do not engage when the door is closed.

304 Alarm Unit
For use with the Exidor panic bolt and Pullman latch ranges, the alarm is activated
when the panic device is operated or an attempt is made to remove the cover,
and de-activated by a key. The unit is powered by a 9v battery.
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314 Vertical Pullman Latch Kit
315 Horizontal Pullman Latch Kit
The Exidor Pullman latch kits can be supplied for any of the Exidor panic bolt range to
upgrade a unit, and are suitable for doors that are subject to a high volume of traffic,
or when a higher level of security is required.
The Pullman latches are available in both vertical and horizontal versions and provide a
smooth and quiet alternative to the traditional top trip catch. They are recommended
for interconnecting doors as well as external doors. The level of security is increased as
the latches operate independently and yet they maintain the emergency facility in that
they are retracted in one action by the cross bar, push pad or touch bar when required.
The Pullman latches are housed in an enclosed keep and are designed so that they can
only be attacked by going through the door. However, due to the design, the latch will
throw outwards rather than retract if attacked, thus increasing security.
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Accessories For Non-Standard Doors
For doors that exceed the size of 1220mm wide and 2440mm high, the following top
shoots and oval push bar tubes are available.

Top Shoot Tube

314

P0801 1210mm top shoot tube for doors up to 2440mm high
P0802 1600mm top shoot tube for doors up to 2680mm high
P0804 2100mm top shoot tube for doors up to 3180mm high
Oval Push Bar Tube
P1001 1180mm oval push bar tube for panic bolts up to 1220mm wide
P1002 1600mm oval push bar tube for panic bolts up to 1650mm wide
P1003 2100mm oval push bar tube for panic bolts up to 2150mm wide

Left hand rebate kit

Mortice Actuator Accessories
P3054 Euro profile cylinder for cylinder mortice night latch
P1803 Key blank for Euro profile cylinder
RK13 13mm rebate set for cylinder mortice night latch
RK25 25mm rebate set for cylinder mortice night latch
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Right hand rebate kit

* Please note that rebate kits are handed.
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